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A complete menu of Comet Coffee from Ann Arbor covering all 15 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What Rahaf A likes about Comet Coffee:
Comet is my favorite coffee shop in Ann Arbor! I love to start my mornings with their dolce latte which is just

perfect. It is not too sweet at all. Lately, I've been switching to oat milk and it still great. I love their pastries as
well. The chocolate croissant is delicious. The The outside seating is amazing! read more. What N doesn't like

about Comet Coffee:
The place outside was really pretty. I went there with my boyfriend and we got an ice mocha and special coffee

they have, also iced. The coffee was really bad, it didnt have sugar at all, but they have a place inside where you
can put yourself sweeteners. We tried to sweeten our coffe but it just didnt taste the same. The price for our

coffee was about 10$. I will not come here again read more. Comet Coffee from Ann Arbor is a relaxed coffee
house, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a warm coffee or a sweet chocolate, for breakfast they serve

a varied breakfast here. Not to be left out is the large selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

Carne� � Ave�
POLLO AGRIDULCE

Beverage�
WATER BOTTLE

Sweet� & Dessert�
CHOCOLATE CROISSANT

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MILK

TOMATE

FETA

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

CAPPUCCINO

MOCHA

ICED MOCHA

COFFEE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:30 -18:30
Tuesday 07:30 -18:30
Wednesday 07:30 -18:30
Thursday 07:30 -18:30
Friday 07:30 -18:30
Saturday 08:00-18:30
Sunday 08:30 -18:30
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